Sa Sa Announces Unaudited Sales Updates
for the First Quarter (April to June 2019) of FY2019/20
Highlights
Group - Retail and Wholesale (Continuing operations)
Three months ended
30 June 2019
Turnover (HK$ million)
YoY% change

1,886.1
-10.8%

HK and Macau - Retail and Wholesale
Turnover (HK$ million)
YoY% change

1,583.1
-12.0%

Same store sales YoY% change

-15.3%

Average sales per transaction (HK$)
YoY% change
Total no. of transactions (million)
YoY% change

341
-5.2%
4.6
-8.0%

(11 July 2019 - HONG KONG) - Sa Sa International Holdings Limited (“Sa Sa” or the “Group”,
stock code: 0178) announced today the unaudited sales update of the Group for the first quarter
from 1 April to 30 June 2019.
For the first quarter from 1 April to 30 June 2019, the Group’s retail and wholesale turnover
decreased by 10.8% on a year-on-year basis.
In Hong Kong and Macau markets, the retail and wholesale turnover decreased by 12.0%, while
same store sales dropped by 15.3%. The decline was mainly caused by the 8.0% drop in the total
transaction volume, of which the number of transactions of local customers and mainland tourists
decreased by 1.6% and 12.9% respectively. The average sales per transaction declined by 5.2%,
of which the average sales per transaction of local customers and mainland tourists decreased by
1.2% and 3.8% respectively.
Despite the sales weakness in the first quarter, retail sales in Hong Kong and Macau markets
gradually improved from April to the first week of June following our continuous efforts made to boost
sales. However, social issues started in the second week of June and affected the business at some
of the Company’s retail stores. This depressed sales for the rest of the month. The high base effect
from the same period last year also affected the growth in the first quarter.
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Dr Simon Kwok, SBS, JP, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Group, said, “In view of
the prevailing poor social atmosphere and cautious consumer sentiment, we have been adopting
flexible business strategies to face the challenges ahead. Currently, we are adjusting the product
portfolio to adapt to the changing consumer preferences and competitive landscape. We have
increased the offerings of high-end products and enhanced linked sales of our own-brand products
to boost sales and to improve gross profit as well as profitability. Meanwhile, we will remain sensitive
to product trends and launch new products on a timely basis in order to exploit more business
opportunities and enrich product portfolio to fulfil customer needs. We will also continue to expand
our wholesale distribution channels with the aim to seize more market share and increase revenue
contribution from our exclusive products. Looking ahead, if the atmosphere is not alleviated,
economy will still be affected. The Group will proactively adopt flexible business strategies and step
up efforts in developing online-to-offline business to maintain sustainable business growth.”
The Group’s retail and wholesale turnover in other markets outside Hong Kong and Macau (including
Mainland China, Singapore, Malaysia and E-commerce) decreased by 3.6% in the first quarter.
Number of Retail Outlets by Market (Continuing operations)
As at 30 June 2019
Hong Kong and Macau
Mainland China
Singapore
Malaysia
Total

As at 31 March 2019 As at 30 June 2018

117
52
21
82
272

118
54
21
81
274

117
54
22
75
268

Remarks: Figures in this document include adjustments in accordance with the Hong Kong International Financial
Reporting Interpretation Committee – Interpretation 13 on the bonus point scheme.
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